- [Instructor] All right, I published my page and I’ve launched my website. I’m at www.laurieruhlin.com/foodmag.html.
Next, I’ll come down here to Food Magazine for the Web and you’ll notice at the bottom that I do have the
link. I’m gonna click here and it’s gonna load my content. My animations will play. I’ve got my viewer display
wrapper all around the page. I can click here to advance to the next page. I can click on any one of these table
of contents entries. I can use all the interactivity that I set up in InDesign that’s been exported as in5.
Alright, let’s go take a look at what this looks like on the iPad. I’m gonna launch Safari here, and I’ve already
typed in the web address at the top. This page will load up, and if I click on the Food Magazine for Web, you’ll
notice that it’s going to launch. It’s going to load the content, but I still have the Safari wrapper up at the top
of the screen. I can still advance to the next page and do everything I can do, but I’d like to make this feel like
a web app. So I’m gonna come back here.
Now I’m gonna click on this Food Magazine for Tablet. Instead of immediately launching the web app, it’s going to show me this graphic. It says to add this web app to your home screen, you’re going to click on the icon
above. So I’ll click on it. Then I’ll get a message that allows me to scroll over and add it to the home screen. So
I’ll click on Add to Home Screen.
Remember that little apple icon? That apple icon is going to be used on my home screen. And the title is
Food Mag slash in5. I’ll click add here, and now when I come look at the last page, you’ll notice in the bottom
right corner here is FoodMag. When I click on this, it’s going to launch my web page, but it’s going to show it
without using the Safari wrapper. Here’s the content being loaded, the animation will play. I can go from page
to page. I can even use my swipes to go from page to page. I can click on the thumbnails at the bottom. I can
pick whatever page I’d like. I can click on something from the table of contents. I can return to the table of
contents. I can even share it by clicking on these Twitter or LinkedIn icons on the side. So this is what it would
look like as a web app.
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